Abstract-In this paper, we present recent results on ultrafast control and probing of strongly correlated-electron materials. We focus on magnetoresistive manganites, applying excitation and probing wavelengths that cover the mid-IR to the soft X-rays. In analogy with near-equilibrium "filling" and "bandwidth" control of phase transitions, our approach uses both visible and mid-IR pulses to stimulate the dynamics by exciting either charges across electronic bandgaps or specific vibrational resonances. X-rays are used to unambiguously measure the microscopic electronic, orbital, and structural dynamics. Our experiments dissect and separate the nonequilibrium physics of these compounds, revealing the complex interplay and evolution of spin, lattice, charge, and orbital degrees of freedoms in the time domain.
different properties. These multiple phases often possess similar free energies, enabling relatively weak external stimuli to drive a material across phase boundaries.
At the heart of correlated-electron physics is the concept of a Mott insulator [1] . In this model, which captures several properties of complex materials, electrons hop to unoccupied states and thereby lower their energy by t, the hopping or transfer energy. This competes with the repulsive Coulomb interaction, which raises their energy by an amount U, the electrostatic onsite repulsion between two electrons. The ability of the material to conduct is then dependent upon the relative strength of the hopping, which delocalizes electrons, with respect to the Coulomb term, which localizes them.
The picture presented by Mott also provides an intuitive explanation for the sensitivity of correlated materials to perturbation. By changing the charge distribution, or filling, e.g., by doping, the electronic density is changed, thus enhancing or diminishing the role of Coulomb interactions. Likewise, modifying the electron hopping, e.g., by changing bond angles, can also promote or hinder charge delocalization. Statically, transitions that result from changing the charge density are called "filling-controlled" phase transitions, while those that result from changes to the electron hopping are called "bandwidthcontrolled" phase transitions.
The characteristics of Mott insulators are conceptually different from those of conventional band materials, in which the band structure is generated by the symmetry of the lattice alone. In these materials, the band structure remains rigid and independent on the number and distribution of charges within the material.
This difference is apparent in the ultrafast response of correlated materials, which can be associated with colossal changes in their properties [2] , often as the result of photoinduced phase transition [3] - [5] , which can occur on the ultrafast timescale [6] . In this paper, we will discuss recent measurements on ultrafast phase transition dynamics of correlated solids, with special emphasis on selective excitation and probing. With a focus on manganites, we will discuss how impulsive pump pulses can be tailored to achieve time-domain equivalents of filling and bandwidth control. In addition, probing techniques that address specific degrees of freedom will be presented to demonstrate the separation of different contributions to the dynamics.
II. MANGANITES
Manganites are oxides of transition metals, often found in quasi-cubic perovskite structures and single-or multilayered variations thereof. Perovskite manganites have the general formula RE 1−x AE x MnO 3 , where RE is a trivalent rare earth ion, such as La, Pr, and Nd, and AE is a divalent alkaline earth ion, such as Sr and Ca. The RE and AE ions act as charge reservoirs for the manganese ions and, by controlling the ratio of RE to AE, the average charge of the manganese ions can be continuously varied from Mn 3+ to Mn 4+ . In the layered structures, the manganese centered oxygen octahedra form planes that are separated by "buffer" RE/AE layers. Manganites exhibit complex behavior, which results not only from the Mott physics described earlier, but also from the magnetic nature of the Mn-O-Mn bond, in which the sign of the exchange interaction is subtly connected to the electron transfer integral and charge distribution. This usually results in ferromagnetic conductors, while insulating phases usually occur with antiferromagnetic order. Furthermore, strong electron lattice coupling via the Jahn-Teller (JT) effect and directional exchange couplings tend to polarize the Mn orbitals along specific directions, creating superlattices of ordered orbitals. As a consequence, strong correlations between the charge, lattice, spin, and orbital parameters are found in these compounds. A large variety of phases and exotic phenomena has been observed, which has sustained the interest in these materials over the past 60 years. Such properties include charge and orbital ordering as well as many complex antiferro-magnetic and ferromagnetic spin arrangements, all of which are intricately related to the conductive or insulating properties of the material [7] .
In more detail, the heart of the perovskite structure is the oxygen octahedron that surrounds the manganese ions. The field of electronegative oxygen ions results in a splitting of the otherwise degenerate, partially filled Mn 3d levels, resulting in a lower energy threefold degenerate t 2g level and a higher energy e g level. The crystal field splitting in the manganites is of the order of 1 eV. Strong Hund's coupling of the Mn ion (1-2 eV) produces an alignment of the spins in the 3d levels. For Mn
4+
ions, this results in three spin-aligned electrons in the t 2g level, while for Mn 3+ ions the doubly degenerate e g level is occupied by a single electron. The energy level diagram and partial crystal structure are shown in Fig. 1 .
From a simple band picture, one would expect the Mn 3+ configuration to be metallic due to the partially filled e g level. However, metallicity is only found when a specific number of holes have been doped into the system, indicative of the strong electronic correlations. In addition to this, Mn 3+ ions are JT active and can reduce their energy by distorting the oxygen octahedra, introducing a strong electron-phonon interaction and an additional localization force.
Among the manganites, Pr 1−x Ca x MnO 3 is especially interesting. The electronic hopping, which occurs between Mn ions via a bridging oxygen ion, is particularly low, due to the large Mn-O-Mn bond angle, which reduces the overlap of neighboring wavefunctions and results in a narrow electronic bandwidth. As a result, this compound shows insulating behavior at all doping x. However, for x = 0.3, the system is particularly unstable toward a competing metallic phase. From a charge and orbitally ordered antiferromagnetic insulating phase, a metallic phase can be induced by the application of magnetic fields, the CMR effect [8] , electric fields [9] , X-ray irradiation [10] , laser irradiation [5] , and pressure [11] , resulting in "colossal" changes in the resistivity by up to nine orders of magnitude. Due to such intrinsic instability, Pr 1−x Ca x MnO 3 poses an ideal testing ground for ultrafast phase-control concepts, and will be a major focus of this paper.
III. ULTRAFAST CONTROL OF "FILLING"

A. Measuring the Ultrafast Photoinduced Phase Transition
Phase control by means of laser excitation is particularly interesting, both in view of potential applications and because it allows to study how changes in the long-range order, found in solids, respond to selective perturbative excitations. In order to fully understand such processes, methods are needed that can unambiguously disentangle effects arising from the different degrees of freedom, such as charge, lattice, spin, and orbital configurations.
In Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 , below 220 K, charge localizes in real space on the Mn ions forming an ordered network of Mn
3+
and Mn 4+ sites. This is concomitant with a real-space ordering of the directionality of electronic e g orbitals, resulting in long-range orbital order. This charge ordering prohibits electron hopping and the material is insulating. Laser excitation causes a redistribution of the charge in the material, directly perturbing the charge ordering and triggering a photoinduced phase transition [12] . This effect is often referred to as "photodoping" [13] , in analogy to the filling controlled phase transition that can be achieved by chemical doping. However, photodoping opens many new possibilities, as it allows the study of changes in the charge distribution without changing the stoichiometry of the material, which often is accompanied by many unwanted concomitant effects, such as changes in the electron-phonon coupling and defect density. In addition, by using short pulses to trigger the transition, quasi-particle and transition dynamics associated with the phase transition can be observed [14] . Fig. 2 shows a direct measurement of the transient resistivity of Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 after photodoping. A current amplifier was placed in series with the sample, which was held between two gold electrodes, 200 μm apart, deposited on the surface and biased with 10 V. After excitation with a 50 fs laser at 800 nm, a prompt resistivity drop was observed from the static value of 3.1 kΩ·cm to approximately 0.1 Ω·cm, corresponding to a conductivity change of similar magnitude as that obtained by application of a 6 T magnetic field at this temperature and doping. The photoinduced conductivity exhibits nonlinear growth with fluence and saturates above a fluence of 30 mJ/cm 2 . Such nonlinear behavior and the long lifetime of the high-conductivity state are indicative of the destabilization of charge order and of a photoinduced phase transition.
The timescale for the resistivity measurements is limited by the bandwidth of the amplifying electronics, which results in a few nanoseconds of temporal resolution. Therefore, in order to resolve the transient dynamics, femtosecond reflectivity measurements were performed. Two independent noncollinear optical parametric amplifiers, compressed by chirped mirror pairs and driven by the same laser at 1 kHz, were used to provide independently tunable pulses in the visible spectral region [15] . The 7-fs pump pulse was tuned to a central wavelength of 550 nm in order to excite charges from O 2p levels into the Mn 3d e g levels. The transient reflectivity was then probed at a central wavelength of 660 nm, which could be compressed to 11 fs. Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 was held in an optical cryostat with a 10-μm-thick entrance window in order to minimize dispersion on the pump and probe pulses. Fig. 3 shows the transient change in reflectivity of Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 at 77 K over timescales from 10 ps down to 400 fs. Like the transient resistivity, the transient reflectivity exhibits a long-lived response, which reaches the quasiequilibrium of the metallic phase after a few hundred femtoseconds, with the charge and orbitally ordered antiferromagnetic phase recovering on the microsecond timescale. On zooming in to the first few picoseconds, Fig. 3(b) shows some initial dynamics: large amplitude coherent oscillation. After a background subtraction, the Fourier transform of these data over the first 2 ps shows that the central frequency of this mode is 2.38 THz (78 cm −1 ). This mode has been observed in time resolved X-ray diffraction [16] , and is associated with lattice motions related with the melting of charge ordering in manganites. On closer examination, several oscillations at a higher frequency, close to time zero, can be observed, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (c). These oscillations, peaked at 14.7 THz (490 cm −1 ) and persisting for 200 fs, can again be associated with phonon modes of the lattice. In this case, these modes correspond to the modulation produced by JT phonons, which are naturally triggered when charge is rapidly delocalized from JT distorted lattice sites.
These results show that lattice oscillations associated with the melting of charge order appear in the transient response of the metallic state and intricately dictate the dynamics. However, excluding the effects of the coherent lattice motion, optical measurements only demonstrate that the changes in reflectivity are rapid and persistent, but do not reveal what the actual changes to the charge distribution, and orbital and magnetic degrees of freedom are. To determine the dynamics associated with these changes, more selective probing methods are needed.
B. Electronic Structural Dynamics Viewed With Time-Resolved Soft X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a powerful tool to probe the electronic degrees of freedom in a symmetry and element specific fashion. By measuring the energy dependence of the X-ray absorption close to a core-level transition, information about the unoccupied part of the electronic structure of a material can be obtained. This technique is referred to as X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy.
In manganites, the relevant electronic states close to the Fermi level arise from the hybridization of Mn-3d and O-2pstates, which contribute to form valence and conduction bands that dominate the electronic properties of the system. XANES measurements in the spectral regions of the O K-edge and Mn L-edges probe unoccupied states of O-2p and Mn-3d character, respectively, and can thus provide complementary information on rearrangements of electronic states of different sym metry. The metal-insulator phase transition produced characteristic changes of the XANES signal at both the O K-and Mn L-edges [17] , [18] , reflecting the collapse of the insulating bandgap and the modification in JT distortions [19] . By extend ing XANES spectroscopy to the time domain, new and specific information about the rearmament of the electronic structure as a function of time can be obtained [20] , [21] . Fig. 4 shows the static XANES signal of Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 at the oxygen K-edge and manganese L-edge. Measurements were taken at 80 K at the 4-ID-C undulator beamline at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory and measured in total electron yield (TEY). The XANES spectra around the oxygen K-edge probe electronic transitions from the O-1s level to O-2p unoccupied levels around the Fermi level and to the continuum. Three preedge peaks are clearly observed at 529.6, 536.1, and 543.3 eV, before the transitions into the vacuum. These peaks correspond to transitions to oxygen 2p levels that are strongly hybridized with the wavefunctions of neighboring ions. The most interesting peak for revealing changes in the electronic structure is the lowest energy peak, which corresponds to transitions to 2p levels hybridized with the Mn 3d levels, whereas the other peaks corresponds to hybridization with the Pr 5d/Ca 3p and Mn 4sp-hybridized levels, respectively [22] . Previous static studies in related manganites have focused on changes at the 529.6 eV O preedge, identifying unambiguous signatures of the insulator-metal phase change in this spectral region [18] , [19] . On the other hand, Mn L-edge measurements probe transitions from the spin-orbit split L II -and L III -edge into unoccupied 3d levels. Static temperature-dependent L-edge experiments in the literature have shown subtle changes at the Mn L-edge upon the phase transition [17] . It has been shown that, while the O K-preedge can be seen as a direct mapping of the density of unoccupied states [23] , the interpretation of Mn Ledge spectra is less straightforward and has to take into account strong core-hole renormalization and multiplet effects [24] . Fig. 5 summarizes the results from time-resolved XANES experiments at the oxygen and manganese edges. XANES spectra exhibit a clear and large photoinduced effect, which reflects rearrangements of the electronic structure that are indicative of an electronic phase transition [25] .
The time-resolved XANES experiments were performed at beamline 6.0.1 at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions. The sample, cooled to 80 K, was excited by a 1 kHz, 50 fs, 800 nm Ti:Sapphire laser, focused to 20 mJ/cm 2 , which was electronically synchronized to the synchrotron. Fig. 5 (a) and (d) shows this relative change in the XANES signal at the first oxygen preedge and the manganese L III edge, respectively, while Fig. 5(b) and (e) shows the absolute signal. Both measurements were performed 300 ps after laser excitation, when the material is in the metastable metallic phase.
These experiments had a time resolution of 70 ps, as demonstrated in the time scan of transient response of the system at 529 eV. From these data, several important points can be obtained from the observed changes at the O K-and Mn L-edges. First, these data reveal that the long-lived product state cannot be due to a trivial laser-heating effect, as photoinduced changes of XANES spectra exhibit a different behavior from those observed over a broad temperature range of Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 . It is worth noting that, as a consequence of its narrow electronic bandwidth, Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 remains insulating at all temperatures [8] . Further, the dynamics of time-resolved XANES spectra can be directly connected to specific rearrangements of the density of states across the insulator-metal transition.
As the metallic state is formed and the insulating bandgap collapses the density of unoccupied e g states in the conduction band changes, building up near the Fermi level. Since the oxygen K-edge, is hybridized with the unoccupied electronic Mn d-states close to the Fermi level, this results in a transfer of spectral weight to the preedge absorption threshold for oxygen. The shift observed here shows a remarkably similar trend to those observed in other CMR manganites, which do exhibit a temperature-driven insulator to metal transition at the Curie temperature (T C ), including La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 (T C = 360 K), and Pr 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 (T C = 250 K), and the double-layered compound La 1.3 Sr 0.7 Mn 2 O 7 (T C = 130 K) (18) . This observation further strengthens the link between the photoinduced shift of spectral weight at the O K-edge and the occurrence of an insulator-metal transition. In addition, small changes are also observed at the Mn L-edges.
By directly monitoring the temporal evolution of the density of unoccupied states close to the Fermi level, XANES spectroscopy reveals the formation of the metallic state electronic structure, characterized by a shift in spectral weight toward lower energies. These shifts share many similarities to thermodynamic phase transitions in similar manganites. In those compounds, metallicity is concurrent with a change in magnetic state. Therefore, in the following section, we discuss progress toward realizing measurements of the temporal evolution of the spin and orbital subsystem directly.
C. Ultrafast Probing of Magnetic and Orbital Ordering
So far we have used transient reflectivity measurements to show that the transition to the metallic state occurs on an ultrafast timescale and by using XAS, we have shown how this results in changes in electronic distribution around the Fermi level. These transitions occur from initial states that possessed long range orbital and magnetic ordering. Therefore, it is im- portant to address how these parameters respond to photoexcitation. These orderings can be directly probed by measuring the periodicity along certain crystallographic directions. For the manganites, this is particularly challenging because the probe must be sensitive to fractional changes in valence charge that varies periodically on a few nanometer length scale.
To achieve this sensitivity, we use resonant soft X-ray diffraction and extend it to the time domain. In this paper, we study the single-layered manganite La 0.5 Sr 1.5 MnO 4 as the charge and orbital ordering is commensurate with the lattice. Below T COO/CO = 220 K, La 0.5 Sr 1.5 MnO 4 adopts an in-plane charge ordering in which Mn 3+ and Mn 4+ ions for a "checker-board" type pattern [26] . At the same time, the orientation of the e g orbitals on the Mn 3+ sites order in zig-zag chains, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Below T N = 110 K, antiferromagnetic spin ordering of the CE-type (ferromagnetic spin alignment along the zig-zag orbital chains which are antiferromagnetically coupled within the ab-plane and antiferromagnetic ordering along the c-axis) also occurs. When X-rays are resonant with the manganese Ledges soft X-ray diffraction become sensitive to the charge and orbital ordering due to virtual transitions to the unoccupied Mn 3d states, which are different for Mn 3+ and Mn 4+ ions. This contrast results in a superlattice peak at the Bragg scattering angle of an enlarged unit cell. Fig. 6(b) shows one such peak, which corresponds to scattering from the (1/4, 1/4, 0) planes, reflecting the orbital order observed in the system. This peak is absent off resonance as there is no contrast mechanism to distinguish the lower symmetry state.
In addition to the orbital order peak, scattering from the (1/4, 1/4, 1/2) plane is sensitive to the magnetic structure of the material [27] , thus enabling a separation of charge orbital dynamics from the spin dynamics. Fig. 6 (c) and (d) shows the energy dependence of the orbital and magnetic peaks, respectively. By analyzing the energy dependence, the driving forces behind long range ordering can be obtained [28] . By following the dynamics of these peaks in the time domain, it is possible to separately track the evolution of both the magnetic and orbital degrees of freedom in the system.
Time-resolved measurements of the diffraction intensity of each peak were performed at beamline IO6 (Diamond Light Source). The sample was excited with an 800-nm laser source at 20 kHz, synchronized to the synchrotron storage ring, and the diffraction peak was measured using a multichannel plate and gated discriminator to provide single photon sensitivity. The orbital ordering peak was measured with a sample cut with a (1 1 0) surface, and the magnetic peak was measured on a sample with a (1 1 2) surface. Both samples were cooled with liquid helium to 25 K, well below both the antiferromagnetic and orbital ordering temperatures. Fig. 7 shows the transient response of the magnetic (1/4, 1/4, 1/2) and orbital (1/4, 1/4, 0) peaks, together with energy resolved scans of these diffraction peaks 200 ps after excitation. For all excitation fluences above 5 mJ/cm 2 , the magnetic (1/4, 1/4, 1/2) peak entirely vanishes, leaving only a weak signal due to the energy-dependent background fluorescence. In contrast, the photoinduced reduction in the orbital (1/4, 1/4, 0) scattering is lower, even for excitation with 10 mJ/cm 2 . Again, the transient response of the system is limited to the 70 ps duration of the X-ray bunch; however, additional measurements made with 10 ps pulses, when the synchrotron was operating in the low-alpha mode, showed no additional dynamics. Therefore, on these timescales, we can conclude that photoexcitation exhibits a greater perturbation to the spin ordering than the in-plane orbital ordering. 
D. Dynamic Magnetoelastic Coupling
In the previous sections, we demonstrated the progress that has been made toward measuring the ultrafast structural, electronic, orbital, and spin rearrangements that occur during the photoinduced phase transition of the manganites. However, several outstanding issues remain. For example, the transition to a metallic phase of Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 is usually accompanied by a transition of the spin subsystem to ferromagnetic order. This has been observed in other manganites [29] , yet the mechanism by which a light pulse can ultimately lead to a change in magnetic state in these materials remains unknown. More fundamentally, the mechanisms that ultimately couple the photon to rearrangements in the charge, spin, lattice, and orbital degrees of freedom are poorly understood.
In order to investigate this coupling, we studied the mechanism of coherent phonon generation in the parent compound LaMnO 3 . This material retains many essential features and the complexity of the doped manganites, while not exhibiting CMR or a photoinduced phase transitions, normally only found in doped compounds. In addition, difficulties associated with phase separation [30] are not present, and a clearer picture of the microscopic physics can be gained from optical measurements. By using sub-10 fs pulses of light, we are able to resolve coherent motion of the lattice at frequencies up to 20 THz [31] .
In LaMnO 3 , below 780 K, a cooperative JT distortion of the oxygen octahedra within the ab-planes lifts the degeneracy of the e g levels and gives rise to a staggered orbital structure. Below 140 K, LaMnO 3 adopts an A-type antiferromagnetic spin ordering, in which spins are aligned ferromagnetically within the ab-planes, and antiferromagnetically along the c-axis. This ordering, shown along the a-axis in Fig. 8(a) , can be intuitively explained by applying the Goodenough-Kanamori (GK) rules to the crystal structure [32] .
According to the GK rules, the exchange integral J, will be negative, i.e., prefer antiferromagnetic alignment, if the bonding between two Mn ions is formed between two half-filled orbitals or between two empty orbitals. This is because virtual hopping between two e g orbitals through the bridging oxygen 2p orbitals is constrained by the Pauli exclusion principle. If the bond is between a half-filled orbital and an empty orbital or between a filled orbital and a half-filled orbital, hopping is constrained by Hund's rule, and the exchange integral is positive, favoring ferromagnetic order. Furthermore, bonds that have an antifer-romagnetic exchange interaction are shorter than those with a ferromagnetic interaction due to stronger covalent bonding. In LaMnO 3 , the static JT distortion within the ab-plane leads to overlap between half-filled e g 3d az 2 −r 2 orbitals and empty e g 3d x 2 −y 2 orbitals resulting in a positive exchange integral. Along the c-axis, the bonding is dictated by the half-filled t 2g levels, resulting in antiferromagnetic coupling between the planes.
For these experiments, the excitation energy was tuned to the inter-Mn charge transfer resonance at 1.9 eV, which corresponds to a charge transfer from 2Mn
Probing was performed at 2.2 eV, so that color filters could be used to reduce the detection of scattered light. Fig. 9(a) shows the transient response of LaMnO 3 above and below the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature. Unlike Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 , a long-lived metastable state is not observed as no insulator-to-metal phase transition occurs. Instead large amplitude and persistent oscillations are seen.
The Fourier transform of these data show that two modes are present in the oscillations. These modes correspond to the JT stretching at 14. [33] . The amplitude and damping rate of the stronger, JT stretching mode is followed as a function of temperature in Fig. 9(b) . The frequency of each mode remained constant at all temperatures. Above the transition temperature, the amplitude of the phonon mode remains approximately constant. In addition to this, the damping rate of the oscillation is well described by anharmonic decay into two acoustic phonons with equal energy and opposite momentum, which becomes less likely for decreasing temperatures and reduces the damping rate.
On crossing the transition temperature, a sharp change in both the amplitude and the damping rate are observed. A step-like increase occurs in the amplitude of the oscillations and this is accompanied by a sudden increase in the damping rate. This damping rate increases with the increasing magnetization of the sample and is indicative of a new scattering channel for the phonons. This new channel corresponds to the scattering of phonons by magnons.
This increase can be explained by applying the GK rules to the excited state of the system. The charge transfer excitation at 1.9 eV creates Mn 4+ and Mn 2+ pairs. These states are no longer JT active and create the large amplitude JT oscillations. In addition, the excitation also modifies the bonding between the manganese and oxygen ions. Bonds between neighboring Mn ions in the ab-plane also consist of half-filled to half-filled and empty-to-empty bonding [see Fig. 8(b) ], which prefer a negative exchange, and therefore, perturb the local magnetic ordering. This change in exchange not only provides the coupling to the lattice vibrations to the magnons, but also drives changes in the equilibrium bond lengths, which results in the higher amplitude excitation.
IV. ULTRAFAST CONTROL OF BANDWIDTH
The previous sections described how lattice, orbital, and spin configurations of manganites are mutually coupled and related to charge transfer excitations. The fact that these strong couplings exist raises the intriguing possibility that direct lattice excitation may drive a similar effect, while the material remains in its electronic ground state. In the following, we show that direct excitation of IR-active phonon modes provides a dynamical way to exert bandwidth control on a correlated-electron material.
In manganites with a perovskite structure, a key parameter for the description of the relationship between structural and electronic properties is the geometrical "tolerance factor" Γ [34] , defined as follows:
which depends on the average A-O (A = Pr, Ca, La, Sr,. . .) and Mn-O distances. Γ quantifies the degree of orthorhombic distortion from an ideal cubic perovskite symmetry and is microscopically related to the Mn-O-Mn bond angle (θ), and hence, to orbital overlap and to the transfer integral t describing electron hopping between Mn 3+ and Mn 4+ sites. The hopping matrix element is maximum for Γ = 1 (cubic structure, θ = 180
• ), where metallic behavior is expected, and decreases for smaller angles (Γ < 1, θ < 180
• ), as is the case for symmetry-lowering orthorhombic distortions associated with a compression of the Mn-O-Mn bond and an elongation of the A-O bond [35] . Through the connection with the transfer integral, the tolerance factor has been shown to control the magnetic and electronic properties of manganites, including the magnitude of the CMR effect and the metal-insulator transition temperature [11] , [36] . A universal phase diagram as a function of temperature and tolerance factor has been derived for A 0.7 A 0.3 MnO 3 systems, showing that such materials can be driven across the boundaries of ferromagnetic insulator, ferromagnetic metal, and paramagnetic insulator phases by very subtle changes in tolerance factor. Such a direct and sensitive coupling between geometrical parameters and the electron transfer integral is exploited in conventional static strategies for "bandwidth-control," in which the one-electron bandwidth W (∝t) is finely tuned by tolerance factor modifications, as obtained by application of hydrostatic pressure or by variation of the ionic size of the rare-earth atom at the A site of the perovskite structure.
Resonant vibrational excitation can be applied to impulsively modulate the tolerance factor, providing a testing route for ultrafast bandwidth-control strategies. Excitation of IR-active phonon modes can be used to perturb the lattice, changing bond angles and distances in a selective fashion. This modifies the overlap of neighboring electronic wavefunctions and the asso ciated electron hopping probability. Here, we prove this concept on the magnetoresistive manganite Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 , where direct excitation of a phonon mode at 71 meV (17 μm) leads to an ultrafast insulator-metal electronic phase transition. Unlike previous below-gap excitations, the electronic degree of freedom remains unperturbed [37] .
The optical conductivity spectrum of Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 shown in Fig. 10 exhibits a three-peak structure that is characteristic of most quasi-cubic perovskites [38] . The highest frequency IR active mode at 17 μm corresponds to a Mn-O stretching vibration, which modulates the geometrical parameters determining the tolerance factor Γ and is thus expected to be strongly coupled to the electron system. Intense and tunable femtosecond pulses at this wavelength can be generated by difference frequency generation between signal and idler of an IR optical parametric amplifier [39] . We investigated the response of Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 to resonant impulsive excitation of the 17 μm mode by means of two experimental approaches: 1) the ultrafast formation of a metallic-like reflectivity spectrum at visible-to-IR wavelengths was observed by ultrafast mid-IR-pump/opticalprobe spectroscopy and 2) a prompt, five-order-of-magnitude drop in resistivity following vibrational excitation is established by transient conductivity measurements.
Ultrafast pump-probe experiments onPr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 single crystals at 30 K measure the transient sample reflectivity following resonant excitation by mid-IR pulses. Fig. 11(a) shows the relative reflectivity change (ΔR/R) as a function of frequency measured 1 ps after 17 μm excitation. Excitation by photons at 70 meV energy (17 μm) results in modifications of the reflectivity spectrum at electronvolt energies. Characteristic signatures of the formation of a metallic state are observed, deriving from the collapse of the 0.3 eV insulating gap and the formation of a pseudoplasma edge in the metallic state [40] . Fig. 11(b) shows the reflectivity dynamics at 800 nm following vibrational excitation, revealing that the vibrationally induced phase is formed within the 300-fs experimental resolution and is metastable, with a lifetime extending into the nanosecond range. The pump-fluence threshold for inducing such reflectivity changes is dramatically enhanced upon resonant excitation of the Mn-O stretching vibration [39] . The specificity of the Mn-O vibration may be assessed in the future by comparing with excitation of lower energy phonon modes, once intense sources of terahertz pulses become available in this spectral region.
Measurements of the sample resistance following mid-IR excitation allowed the assessment of the transient conduction properties of the sample. Laser pulses at 17 μm were used to excite the sample, with the laser spot fully covering a 200-μm gap between two biased electrodes. The sample current was monitored by electronics with a 4-ns temporal resolution. Experiments were carried out at 30 K, with the sample in the charge-ordered, antiferromagnetic insulating phase. Following mid-IR excitation, a 1000-fold increase in sample current was observed, as shown in Fig. 11(c) (upper panel) . Fig. 11 (c) (lower panel) shows the corresponding increase of sample conductivity derived from the measured transient current by assuming a uniform transition to the conductive state throughout the excited sample volume. From this, a dramatic, five-order-of-magnitude jump of sample conductivity, from ∼3 × 10 −8 Ω −1 ·cm −1 to at least ∼5 × 10 −3 Ω −1 · cm −1 , is estimated. The metastable metallic phase is formed and relaxes within the experimental time resolution and the sample recovers its original resistance within several tens of nanoseconds. At the photon energy and laser fluence used in these measurements, both interband carrier excitations and laser heating effects can be ruled out as the origin of this resistivity drop.
Our results demonstrate that the selective and coherent excitation of the Mn-O phonon mode results in an ultrafast transition to a metastable, high-conductivity phase of Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 . Since no electronic excitation is involved, this strongly suggests that the origin of such a remarkable behavior lies in the impulsive modulation of the "tolerance factor," allowing for the ultrafast control of the 1-electron bandwidth and hence of the electronic phase of correlated solids. This has recently been demonstrated in the layered compound La 0.5 Sr 1.5 MnO 4 , where selective excitation has been used to melt orbital ordering [41] . Similar strategies may provide important new insights into the coupling between low-energy excitations and electronic structures of complex solids.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
This paper has shown how pump and probe ultrafast spectroscopy can be used to unravel the complex dynamics that underpin the physics of correlated materials. We have demonstrated how specific probes enable the selective investigation of one of many coupled degrees of freedom. In particular, soft X-ray techniques have been used to separate charge, spin, and orbital dynamics in manganites. Future studies will focus on extending these techniques to study the initial dynamics on timescales, currently only achievable with optical probes. This will enable direct observation of the coupling and energy flow between competing order parameters. Given the high photonnumber requirements, these experiments are unfeasible with current short pulse X-ray sources [42] . However, with the growth of new and tunable short-pulse X-ray sources, such as free electron lasers (FELs) and high-harmonic sources [43] , we anticipate that these techniques will provide significant contributions to the understanding of dynamics in these materials.
In addition, we have shown that by tuning the wavelength of coherent excitation pulses, temporal analogies to filling and bandwidth control can be achieved, manipulating the materials on ultrafast timescales and enabling new forms of control over condensed phase materials. The combination of selective excitation techniques with selective probes will surely provide a challenge. Yet this would enable a full comparison of the two regimes and offer a greater insight into the processes responsible for phase control.
Finally, the probing region can be further expanded to measure the low frequency response of the system with terahertz spectroscopy [44] , [45] . Further changes in the Fermi surface can be measured with time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy [46] , [47] , while changes in the structural ordering can be followed with femtosecond hard X-ray diffraction [48] or electron diffraction [49] . The combination of all these techniques will provide unprecedented insights into ultrafast dynamics and phase transitions, and may result in new ideas for controlling and manipulating properties of complex solids.
